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INTERIM SCIENTIFIC REPORT FOR THE
FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF ADVANCED DIGITAL TECHNIQUES
FOR DATA ACQUISITION PROCESSING AND COMMUNICATION
By J. Levy and E. H. Gavenman
ADCOM, A Teledyne Company
Cambridge, Massachusetts
SUMMARY
This report reviews progress in the following study areas:
1. Characterization of Image Data Sources. Discussions of a
design example of a Mars Television Mapping Mission, the
effects of additive noise upon correct quantization of an
analog voltage, the frequency response characteristics of
vidicons, the statistical characteristics of video data, and
the distorting effects of systematic errors upon data are
presented.
2. Performance of Interpolation Algorithms. A performance
comparison of zero order, first order and second order
picture compression techniques, with simulated compressed
picture material is contained herein.
3. Sensitivity of Compressed Picture Data to Channel Errors.
The report includes a discussion and theoretical analysis
of various error control techniques to be used with compressed
picture data sent over a noisy link. Simulated reconstructed
pictures illustrate the effectiveness of the line substitution
approach.
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General
This report covers work performed under Contract NASl2-554
(DOCJ), Development of Advanced .Digital 'Techniques for Data Acquisi-
tion Processing and Communicat.on. The objectives pursued under this
contract are:
The characterization of linage data sources, the development
of new compression algorithms (second order and exponential
interpolators), and evaluation of the t ,NPnsitivity of compressed
data to various error rates, and an evaluation of various
error control techniques for reducing data sensitivity to errors.
Summary of Work During Reporting Period
a) The section entitled Design Example, Planetary Mapping
y	 Mission serves as a detailed study illustrating the methods
for the selection of system parameters for a hypothetical
large area television mapping mission of the planet Mars.
b) The probability of correct quantization c " an analog voltage
into one of m equal increment gray-levels depends upon
both the number of gray-levels and the ratio of peak-to-
peak analog signa-to-rms (Gaussian) noise level. An
analytic treatment of this problem is found in the section
entitled Analysis of Relationship Between Sensor Signal-
to-Noise Ratio and the Number of Discernible Gray-Levels.
c) The section on Vidicon Frequency Response presents an
analytic method for the evaluation of this important
characteristic. Analytic results are found to display a
functional form closely matching measured results for the
RCA 7038 vidicon.
d) The section entitled Video Data Characteristics displays
some approximate picture data autocorrelation functions
as produced by digital computer evaluation of truncated
segments of picture data. Brief discussions of other
important data characteristics (correlation coefficients,
spectral power density, relationship between aliasing
error and sampling rate) are also to be found in this section.
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,e) Systematic errors introduced during the processing of
data, as typified by offset, gain change and gain non-
linearity serve to distort the data. The effects of these
may be analytically stated in terms of various signal
fidelity crit:Iria (time-average error, root time-average
square error, etc. ) examples are evaluated for selected
wave shapes.
f) The section entitled Summary of Performance of C :-^npression
Algorithms continues the analysis of second order compression
algorithms and their comparison with zero order and first
order algorithms. A determination of the bit compression
ratios of the algorithms under study as a function of element
compression ratio has been carried out ( bit compression
ratios are smaller than sample compression ratios on
account of the necessary "overhead" of coding to specify
significant sample locations). The description of a coding,
technique for the significant samples of a SOIOOT compressed
picture is to be found in this section. Simulated compressed
pictures, some of which first appeared in the previous
Interim Rep,:, rt, and some of which are new with this report
have been produced with the aid of a JPL, plotter which yields
pictorial material of an improved quality relative to those
previously obtained.
A discussion and theoretical analysis of three interesting
redundant error control techniques for the protection of
compressed picture data transmitted over a noisy link is
contained in the section entitled Study of Error Control
Techniques for the Transmission of Compressed Pictures
Over Noisy Binary Channels, and in Appendices A, B, and C.
Theoretical performance comparisons of these schemes with
the line substitution error control scheme described in the
previous Interim Report are made. S trulations of the
straight line substitution error z.untroi o,,pproach on ZOI
and FOIOUT picutur =es at a bit err%,)r probability of 10-3
indicate a substantial improvement in reconstructed data
quality relative to an uncontrolled picture. The most
promising redundant error control scheme, which adds only
three bits to each 11-bit ZOI sample word (or to each 12-bit
FOIOOT sample word) should provide a slightly better quality
picture than this in a 10-2 bit error probability environment.
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Design Example, Planetary Mapping MJ,ssion
The conceptual design example selected for more detailed study
in this report is a large area, television mapping mission of the planet
R
	 Mars. This type of mission could be applicable to Voyager class explora-
tion from the orbiting vehicle. Since the design example is for ,purposes
of illustration only assumed mission parameters are presented without
justifying arguments. The assumed orbit and vehicle parameters are as
follows.
Orbit size:
Obit period:
Velocity at periapsis:
Sub-satellite track shift/ orbit:
Required surface coArerage:
Camera field-of-view at periapsis:
Vehicle stabilization:
Angular camera motion:
1800 x 36, 000 km
25 hours
3700 m/sec
5.85 degrees
170 x 170 km
5.35 degrees
±1 0 on all axes,
2000 second limit cycle
3. 5 x 10 -5
 rad/ sec
Sensor requirements a surged and/or determined from the
preceding assumptions includ^,, the following.
Resolution:	 100 meters at periapsis
Optical field-of-view:
Motion smearing:
Sensor image format:
Number of resolution elements
per TV scan line using Kell
factor of 0. 7:
Optical resolution:
(Blur spot diameter at edge
of image)
Time between exposures:
Exposure time:
(for 50 meter smearing)
7.35 degrees
<50 meters (equivalent
to 90% response at 100
meter resolution)
111xlit
2500
< 4 x 10" 4 inches
> 46 seconds
13. 5 milliseconds
5
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A Schmidt lens system yields the smallest size angular blur
spot off axis, for a given f number, of all conventional lens systems.
The off axis angular blur spot of a Schmidt lens system is given by
0417 8 2 v- 3	 (1)
where 9 = angular blur spot (radiant):
8 = angle off axis; and
v	 "f number" describing aperture.
Assuming a relative aperture of f/4 ( v = 4) and a focal length of four inches
(emax = 7. 1 0), the maximum angular blur spot is about 10-5 radians. Thus
the optical resolution of the system is about 25, 000 lines per inch, ten
times greater than required for the overall system. The effective aperturp
of this lens system would be one inch.
To specify other design parameters of the sensor system it is
necessary to establish scene illumination characteristics. The surface
brightness of Mars, at local noon, may be determined from:
F = Eopai
E	 7r d
where
FE
 = scene brightness in foot-lamberts;
E  = luminous solar constant = 1. 25 x 10 4
 foot candles;
d = mean solar distance = 1. 524 astronomical units; and
pa
 = local albedo; pa
 is estimated to vary between 0. 05 and 0. 3.
The scene brightness at noon varies from 86 to 515 foot-lamberts
with the average estimated to be about 258 foot-lamberts. Scene brightness
will decrease as the solar incidence angle 8 increases (8 = 0 at noon);
the decrease is approximately equal to cos 0. If photos are also desired
near the terminator (e, g. , 8 = 84 0), the scene brightness might vary from
a minimum of about 10 foot-lamberts to a maximum of about 515 foot-
lamberts. Thus the sensor dynamic range must be at least 50:1. Most
space television -systems use devices with dynamic ranges of at least 100 : 1.
The desired system resolution of 2500 elements per scan line,
may be achieved through the use of a 2 inch return beam	 Such
a tube was developed for the EROS program for which the mz ximum
exposure level was spe ; :;fied as 0. 01 foot-candle-seconds. The faceplate
illumination level is related to scene brightness by:
(2)
r	
. -.	 F	 T
F"s = E 2	 (3)4v
where
FS
 = faceplate illumination in foot candles;
T = lens transmission (assume 0. 5 as reasonable value); and
= lens f number = 4.
	
k 	 The maximum illumination is therefore about 4.0 foot candles. Assuming
`
	
	 an additional illumination loss factor of 0. 5 due to the vidicon photo con-
ductor, the effective illumination level is about 2. 0 foot candles. Therefore
the maximum exposure time per frame is 5. 0 milliseconds based on a
maximum exposure level of 0. 01 foot-candle- seconds.
Smearing caused by vehicle motion during the exposure period is
determined by:
S = (wr + v) At	 (4)
where
w	 angular velocity of the camera due to limit cycling =
•	 3. 5 k 10-5 rad/ sec;
r = vehicle altitude = 8, 000 km maximum;
v = vehicle velocity at periapsis = 3. 7 km/sec; and
At = exposure time = 5. 0 milliseconds.
Therefore the maximum smearing should be on the order of 20 meters,
well within desired system objectives.
Measurements of return beam vidicon performance indicate a
peak-to-peak signal-to-rms noise ratio of 10:1' 	 dB) is obtained at an
exposure level of 7. 6 x 10-4 foot- candle- seconds. Therefore a peak
exposure level of 10-2 foot-candle- seconds is indicative of a signal-to-
noise ratio of about 130:1 (42 dB). It is important to note that signal-to-
noise ratios are also affected by read out rate. The quoted signal-to-noise
ratios are based on an elemental scan (or read out) time of about 200
nanoseconds. Thus the equivalent line scan time is - 00 microseconds
yielding a complete frame read out time of 1. 25 seconds (500 µsec/line x Y,2500 lines).
The vidicon output signal would be stored on an analog tape
recorder. The tape output could then be digitized to produce the desired
PCM data stream. for transmission.
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.Analysis of Relationship Between Sensor Signal-to-Noise
Ratio and the Number of Discernible Gray Levels
The gray-scale capability of a video system depends upon the
linearity of its transfer function (intensity to 	vs. intensity "out"), its
dynamic range, and its output signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Assuming
that the transfer function is linear and has sufficient dynamic range, the
number of different gray levels between black and white that can be
detected with a given confidence is determined by the output noise level
and the sensitivity of the viewing device. If the viewing device (e. g. ,
the human eye or a photometer) is capable of discerning video signal
changes smaller than the effective noise level, the noise alone is the
limiting factor. For the following discussion it will be assumed that
noise is the limiting factor.
If the output display is being interpreted on a "large-area" basis,
that is, where the gray levels of portions (areas) of the display containing
many resolution or "picture" elements are of importance, small errors
in the individual elements can be tolerated without noticeable degradation
to picture quality. In this case it is reasonable to assume that the dis-
cernable gray-level change is limited by the rms noise level. However,
if the gray-level of each individual picture element is of importance
(e, g. , if the display is being analyzed with a microphotometer), then the
accuracy to which the gray-levels should be interpreted is limited by
peak noise levels.
The analysis below evaluates the probability of correct
quantization of an analog voltage into one of m equal increment gray-levels
in the presence of an additive Gaussian noise perturbation.
The size of each increment is equal to v A volts where
&A	 A	 (5)
m-1'
Any voltage lying within f =A of the 1 t gray-level will be
encoded as Ai
 volts, as illustrated in Fig. (1a).
Attentionis focused upon the i th gray scale zone, which the analog
signal voltage is considered to occupy. It is assumed that the signal is
equally likely to be at any amplitude within this quantization increment.
The probability density function of this signal is illustrated in Fig. (lb);'
the probability density function of the noise is shown in Fig. (1c).
8
Quantized as
A i Volts
v
AA
CLE
x-5)2
2c2
0
— A,,, : A, •OA
A j _, -A, -LA
(a) Quantization Range About 0 level
Amplitude (s)
,&A_	 Ai	 LEA
(b) Signal Probobility Density Function
P(n)
'	 Amplitudes
(c) Noise Amplitude Probability Density Function
R -17dS
Figure 1 Signal and Noise Probability Density Functions
in the Vicinity of ith Quantization Level
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The probability of correctly quantizing a particular signal sample,
given that its noiseless value lies within the i th cell is easily obtained.
First note that when the signal- related voltage S - A i has the particular
value yy, the probability of correct quantization is
&A _
P (Y)	 `'	 y	 1	 e-x2/ 20 2 ^	 - AIA s y :5.+ &+A (6)Lc	 _ & A	 (1
	
2	 2
2	 Y
or, in terms of a normalization of Eq. (6) above to place a Gaussian
density with unit standard deviation inside the integrand:
"A _ ,y
Pc(y) = 
J 
r 27	 O
-L A _ .Y
2a
	 ar
1 e-x2/ 2 dx - VA+^1A
2 a 
s y s 
2 a (7 )
The function Pc (y) for
various ratios of AA/2a.  The
the normal probability integral.
is obtainable by the integration c
signal voltage variable:
A y s +-^ is plotted in Fig. 2 for
construction was made using tables of
The probability of correct quantization
I Pc (y) across the uniformly distributed
r+&A
Pc	 AA	 l 2 o	 P (Y) dY	 (8)
_f A_
2a
The indicated integration may readily be performe-f-I from Fig. 2
by graphical means providing the following results:
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The quantization cell width, QA, was defined earlier to be A/ m-1.
Therefore, &A/2(7 ratios of 1, 2, 3 and 4 define peak-to-peak signal to rm s
noise ratios of 2(m-1), 4(m-1), 6(m-1) and 8(m-1) respectively. Figure
3 illustrates the relationship between signal-to-noise ratio, the number
of gray-levels to be quantized and the probability that the vidicon signal
will be correctly quantized.
As was noted previously in the section entitled Design Example,
Planetary Mapping Mission, the ratio of peak-to-peak signal to rms noise
with a 0.01 foot- candle- second exposure should be 130 :1 (42 dB). Because
of the very high gain in the multiplier section of this tube, noise figures in
later amplification stages will not degrade this SNR. Referring to Fig. 3
it can be seen that this SNR, is likely to be adequate only for "large-area"
interpretation when the signal is quantized to 64 levels (6 bits), since
almost 39 percent of all picture elements will be quantized incorrectly.
For microphotometric analysis the number of meaningful gray-
levels probably lies between 16 and 32 for this example case based on the
results shown in Fig. 3.
Vidicon Frequency Response
The limiting factor which determines the frequency response
characteristics of a, vidicon is the scan beam size and energy distribution
shape. It has been shown experimentally that beam (energy distribution)
shape is approximately Gaussian and due to its finite size if it scans a
scene which has a resolution finer than the beam spot, there will be a
significant loss in the transmitted resolution. The conventional methods
of describing vidicon frequency response characteristics is to draw a
curve of square-wave amplitude response versus TV line number, The
term "TV line number" is used here to describe the number of half- cycles
of square wave test pattern per scan line. (A full cycle is a consecutive
black-white pair). On the basis of an assumed "square" picture having
equal picture resolution in both horizontal and vertical directions, the
TV line number is in fact equal to the number of lines in the picture.
Frame rate and TV line number serve to determine the characteristic
video signal bandwidth (See Eq. (19) below).
A physical description of vidicon operation is as follows. Suppose
that the tube face is exposed to an optical square wave pattern. Inside the
tube there is a thin photoconductive surface, each element of which is an
insulator in the dark but becomes slightly conductive when it is illuminated.
When the pattern is focused on the photoconductor surface, each illuminated
element conducts slightly in accordance with the level of illumination on
the element. This causes the potential of its opposite surface (on the gun
side) to rise. Hence, there appears on the gun side of the entire surface
12
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I
an alternating, positive potential pattern corresponding to the pattern of
light intensity focused on the tube.
When the gun side of the photoconductive surface is scanned by
the electron beam electrons are deposited from the beam thereby reducing
the elemental potential differences across the photoconductor. When the
two surfaces of the photoconductive surface, which in effect is a charged
capacitor, are connected through the external target (signal-electrode)
circuit and the scanning beam, a capacitive current is produced which
constitutes the video signal. The magnitude of the current i s proportional
to the surface potential of each element being scanned and t rate of scan.
In effect, if the illumination pattern consists of the alternate black
and white bars of a square wave pattern, the photoconductive surface can
be visualized as a mosaic of small photoconductors with equal size apertures
separated by spaces of equal dimensions. If one of these photoconductors
were scanned by an infinitesimally narrow electron beam its response
would be as follows.
f(t) = As	- b / 2 s t s 6/ 2	 (9)
where
b = aperture size (scan time) in seconds
However the electron bears has nonzero width and its energy distribution
shape is approximately Gaussian. Thus the photoconductor can be repre-
sented in terms of an impulse response. This describes the photoconductor
response time function as it sweeps past a high intensity infinitesimally
narrow light speck on the surface.
1	 2
h (t)	 B	 e 2 (t 0)o - 7y7=--
 C	 (10)
where Q is the standard deviation describing the spread of the beam.
The description given by Eq. (10) assigns an impulse response to
the beam which is equivalent to the impulse r eeponse characterization of
a linear filter. The beam response is the analog of an unrealizable electric
filter, since ho(t) has nonzero values for t < 0.
If the beam sweeps across an isolated light intensity pulse as in
Eq. (9) then the total video signal produced at any instant is due to the
contributions of infinitesimal intensity elements on the scanned surface
all weighted by ho(t) in accordance with Eq. (10), t being the (tune)
14
displacement between the infinitesimal element and the center of the
scanning beam. In fact this weighted infinite summation is nothing more
than the convolution integral so frequently used to evaluate the response
of an electrical network to an input function:
+CO
g(t)	 f ho(T) f(t-T) dT
- CO
01)
The substitution of Eq. (9) and (10) into Eq. (11) leads to evaluation
of the video signal produced in response to an isolated pulse of constant
intensity:
g(t) = 1 2 - O) -	 (2 + Q)	 (12)
where
00	 2
f -7rrx
and g(t) has been normalized to have a maximum value of unity.
The response, signal is strongly dependent on 6/a, the ratio of the
width of the pulse to the width of the beam. Figure 4 illustrates the
response g(t) for the three cases: 6/0 »1, 61a = 4, and 6/0 2. Note
that as the beam grows in thickness the distortion and spreading of the
video pulse increases. The pulses shown in Fig. 4 only, indicate the
response of a single element aperture. When 610 ratios are less than
four, crosstalk between adjacent p,,! es (or apertures) of the square wave
pattern further reduces the peak-to--peak amplitude excursions of the
pulse train. For example, when 6/0 = 2 the peak response of a single
pulse will be reduced to about 0. 68 of its value for 6/0 »l. In addition,
its amplitude at time t= 6 (half the interval between successive peaks) has
only fallen to 0.16 of its peak (6/Q >>) value. At this time the rising
edge of the following pulse will, have reached the same value resulting in
a combined amplitude of 0. 32. Thus the peak-to-peak excursion of the
pulse train will be only 0. 36 of its optimum value for an infinitesimally
narrow beam.
The frequency characteristics of the output signal pulse train in
response to the square wave pattern can be determined by multiplication
of the Fourier series coefficients of the square wave with the transform
15
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of the Gaussian beam function. The latter is given by the Fourier integral:
00	 1	 2
Ho ( es)	 $ Q f e 2 (t/ '7) e - ^ wt dt	 (14)
—00
The transform function also has a Gaussian shape::
H M = Be 2 (cTw) 
2
o()	 (15)
The spectrum of a square wave train repeating its cycle every
T seconds, and assumed to continue indefinitely for all time ^s a pure
line spectrum. it is thus representable as the sum of a series of impulses
located at discrete frequencies an i with impulse areas (i. e. , component
amplitudes) weighted by the characteristic sin x / x spectral function
associated with a square pulse. The spectrum is:
F(w) = A 0 z
	
sin (nor/ 2)
	 u (^ _ 2rn	 (15)
n=0, and
	
(nor 2)	 T
all odd i, ;tegers
where u( ) denotes the unit impulse: function.
There are lines present at dc, and at all the frequencies I/ T,
3/T,,  5/T,... Hz.
The total vidicon output spectrum in response to the square wave
ter, , : pattern may therefore be represented as follows,
	
r sin (n?r/ 2)
	
_ 1 ( 2nT ) 2	 2n^r,G(w ) = AB • z
	 (nor 2)	 o,e 2 T a(w--	 (17)n= 0, and
all odd integers
Equation (17) states the square wave response in rather general
form. The output consists of the square wave spectrum with attenuation
of the higher harmonics, i. e., a distorted square wave. A good approxi-
mation to the level of response of a vidicon to a square wave pattern of
a given "frequency" is best obtained by calculating the relative level of
the exponential term in Eq. (17) at the fundamental frequency ( 1 / T = 1 / 2b)
of the square wave:
	 1 7rQ 2[b,	 ti
R(w) = e	 (18)
0
17
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Figure 5 compares an experimental curve of the RCA type 7038
vidicon with ono, calculated from Eq. (18) above. Standard video scan rates
(one line swept out every 63. 5 µ sec) have been assumed. The "calculated"
curve represents a selection of a = 81. 4 nanoseconds, which was found
by trial and error to provide a close match to the ,measured curve. The
close fit of the two curves serves to validate our analytic description of
vidicon response. Video bandwidth in Fig. 5 is given by the following
relationship:
f = 1. 6 X number of elements /line	
=
 1.6 Hz
	 (19)
2 X 63. 5 X 10_
6
 second;; line
The preceding discussion is also applicable to the return beam
vidicon tube. However the return beam vidicon uses a specially designed
focus and deflection coil system which reduces the scan beamwidth (d)
by a factor of about 2. 5. The computed return beam vidicon frequency
response of Fig. 6 is applicable to a system with parameters the same
as those evolved in the section entitled "Design Example, Planetary
Mapping Mission": a line scan period of 500 microseconds and a frame
time of 1. 25 seconds. The significance of this curve is that it allows the
system designer to specify accurately the required response of an image
enhancement filter to compensate for roll-off in the vidicon response.
The compensation procedure for the system is illustrated in Fig. 7. To
avoid overemphasis of high frequency noise, the maximum frequency ,L'
be accurately compensated is arbitrarily selected to be 14. 4 MHz; this is
the point at which the vidicon amplitude response has decreased to a
value of 0. 2.
Because of the high bandwidth capability of the return beam
vidicon, external data handling devices (e. g., a tape recorder) would
limit ':he frequency response capability of the imaging system for many
space applications to about 4 MHz, From Fig.6 it can be seen that for
such applications little or no vidicon: compensation would be required in
the hypothetical system.
Video Data Characteristics
The preceding section has discussed the frequency response
characteristics of, the vidicon imaging tube. The question of the actual
frequency characteristics of video data next arises. This study has found
an absence of useful reference material on this subject. Furthermore,
the computer costs required to perform investigation of a basic picture
data parameter such as power spectral density are prohibitive. Therefore
the following discussion of limited scope has been prepared.
18
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The power spectral density and the autocorrelation function of a
waveform represent a Fourier transform pair. Calculation of the auto-
correlation function is simple though very time consuming. However
some insight can be gained by inspection of a truncated autocorrelation
function utilizing only three scan lines of data.
The available data consists of a sequence of samples from the
continuous video data waveform process. The sampled data from the
truncated picture segment is a sequence of data values x 1 , x 2 , . . , xm,
each of which has as its sample value one of the integers from 0 to 63
inclusive. These samples are equally spaced in time by some sampling
interval Lk and hence the simulation enables us to evaluate the autocorrela-
tion function for vrUues of time separation which are multiples of this
interval, from which the continuous curve may easily be produced.
Stationar. ity of the data is assumed to exist over the truncated
interval. This permits us to refer to an ordinary autocorrelation function
R(T):
	
R(T) = E { x(t) • x(t + T)) 	 (20)
In terms of the m samples in the truncated data set, it is possible
to evaluate R(T) by computation for shifts of an integer number of sample
intervals:
_ m-n
R(n W	 x i
. i+n
	
' x	 (21)
The autocorrelation function may be normalized so that its
maximum value (which always occurs at T = 0 and is equal to the mean
squared value of the variable x) is unity:
(T) - 
R(T) 
=	
R(T)	 (22)
v 
2 
+ µ2
where v and µ are the respective standard deviation and mean of X.
IW(T) was computed in this manner in four different areas of a high
resolution photograph. For these examples, T was allowed to vary from
zero to 450 elements, the number of elements in a scan line. The results
of these computations are presented as Fig. B. The following features of
sk(T) should be noted:
1. The function is non-negative and has a high mean value.
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1
2. Peaks in the function occur at time shifts equal to
the length of a scan line.. This high line-to-line
correlation should be expected since image content
would normally be independent of the direction of
scan. Correlation peaks should also be expected
at multiples of the scan line length; however these
peaks should decrease rapidly in magnitude.
3. Minimum correlation occurs when T is approximately
equal to half the scan line length. This is to be expected
since points so widely separated in space have little in
common with respect to image- describing information.
content.
Figure 9 is a representation of what might be expected for a
full frame normalized autocorrelation function. The long, flat "tail" for
large separations is indicative of completely uncorrelated data; the non-
zero value is due to the nonzero mean value >f the data, as is discussed
in more detail below.
The power spectrum of the data will be the transform of 0(T).
Little can be said concerning its characteristics except that the do power
content will be significant and the damped periodic structure of the
autocorrelation function will produce some power peaking at the line
scan frequency (2 kHz in the Mars mission example) .
If significant power is found at frequencies in excess of the
maximum satisfying the Nyquist criterion (e. g. , above 2. 5 • 10 6 Hz for
the 5 • 10
6
 / sec sampling rate needed for the Mars mission system), past
vidicon filtering is required to minimize "aliasing" errors. The Mars
mission system example would require such filtering because the optical
resolution is greater (25, 000 elements per scan line) than required. Since
the vidicon can respond to frequencies of at least 16 MHz (10, 000 elements
per scan line), large quantities of power may exist above 2.5 MHz. This
high frequency power is not required to meet the resolution requirements
of the system (2500 elements per scan line) and hence can be filtered. It
appears that a well-designed system should utilize optics with a resolution
just equal to the system requirements.
It is most important to stress that 0(T) is a valuable descriptor
of data characteristics, but it does not present data correlations on a
meaningful scale if the data variable has a nonzero mean value. A proper
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def n ition of a normalized correlation coefficient would be
P(r) _	
x(t) - $,	 x(t + T)
v 2
where the division by a 2 normalizes to unit amplitude at T = 0.
By expanding Eq. (23) and using Eq. (20) and Eq. (22) it is an
easy matter to related P(T) and 0(T);
(23)
_ 2
P(T) = 
RM µ
a2
( u 2+02) - VT) 
_ 
JA
 
a 2 (24)
One recognizes from Eq. (24) above that when P(T) = 0, 0(T)
µ2 / (a 2 + )A2), the nonzero value corresponding to statistically uncorrelated
data. PM and 0('r) are linearly related; hence the former is easily
obtainable from the latter. It is only necessary,
 to find the zero level fol,
the p(1r) curve and then adjust the vertical scale so that P(0) = 1. The
shape of the PM curve is the same as the shape of the O(T) curve.
Figure 10 shows the p(T) curve corresponding to one of the 0(T)
curves in Fig. 8. The zero level for p(T) was obtained by graphically
estimating the mean value of W(T) in the vicinity of half a line separation.
(In cases where computed values of µ and a are available, this step may
be done by calculation. )
If the power spectrum of the video waveform is known, the rms
aliasing error, a measure of distortion due to under sar,pling, can be
calculated from the following definition.
where
00	 1/2f G 2 (f) df
V - fs /2
 
(25)fl
 
G2 (f) df
G
G 2 (f) = the power spectral density; and
f  = sampling rate.
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,K 7uatkon (25) above expresses . ,he fact that sampling at the rate
of fs samples per second allows the distortionless reproduction of a
waveform having no energy above fs/ 2 Hz. If a process has been under-
sampled, i.e. , significant energy exists above f / 2, the reconstruction
process will "fold over" this energy into the bansd below fs/ 2. Serious
distortion may thereby be introduced.
Suppose that the signal power spectrum has a Gaussian shape:
G2(f) _ I- 2e-f / 2a2	 (26)
a
Furthermore, assume that the sampling rate is such that fs/2 2. 50,
a point at which the magnitude of G z(f) is only 0.044 of its do value. Then
00
f	 G2 (f) df = 0.0062	 (27)fs/ 2
and
00
f G2(f) df = 0. 5	 (28)
b
Therefore, the RMS aliasing error is
62 xV	 lU-E -	 0. 5 	 0.= 0. 11 ^ 7 gray shades.
obviously the power spectrum components above f = 2.50' must be attenuated
by filtering if the aliasing error in this example is to be reduced to a
tolerable level.
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Analysis of Data Waveform Sensitivy to Systematic Errors
terrors introduced into data
	
y physical systems can be divided
into two major classes: systematic errors and random errors. 	 Systematic
errors are caused by such system imperfections as offset, sensitivity
change, non-linearity and non-uniform frequency or phase response.
Random errors are primarily the result of random noise perturbations.
In this section effects of offset, gain change and gain non-linearity will bes
analyzed in terms of previously specified Fidelity Criteria. (Ref. 1)
Examples are included for selected waveforms.
{
Figure 11 illustrates the error introduced by offset (ao) and gain
change (a 1 ). The ,lower curve of Fig. 11 illustrates the difference (error)
between the ideal output (y I) and the actual output (y a) as a function of the
input voltage (x). 	 The data waveform voltage x varies as a function of
time:
' x	 -	 f(t)	 (29)
f
and thus:
e 	 =	 a 
	 + al f(t)	 (30)
The time-average error (TAE) is represented by the following:
1	 TTAE	 =	 f	 e(t) dt	 (31)T o
where T is the averaging period.	 By direct substitution,
a	 Ta	 T
TAE = T
	
f dt + T	 f f(t) dt	 (32)
o	 0
Defining the time-average (mean) value of input data voltage as
T
X = T f f(t)dt,	 TAE becomes:
0
TAE = aA +a x	 (33)
a,
Xi
Y
^Y
y^
Y
Offset & Gairo Change
X
Off set & Gann Change Error
-4»0
Figure 11 Effect of Offset Gain Change
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The time-average squared error (TASE) is defined in the
following manner:
T
TASE= Z' f e2 ( t) dt	 (34)0
Substitution of Eq. (30 into Eq. (34) yields the following result:
T,.
TASE = T f Lao + 2 a0
 a1 f(t) + a12 f 2 (t) ] dt0
= a02 + 2a 0ax + ai x 2	(35)
where x 2 is the mean square data value:
T
X2 = T
	
f f2 (t)dt
	 (36)
0
The root time-average square error (RTASE) is given by
_ 1/2
RTASE = [a 02
 + 2a 
o f
	 1
a x + a 2 x 2	(37)
'Figure 12 illustrates the error introduced by offset (ao), gain
change 1
 and second degree non-linearities (a2). In this case e(t)
assumes the following form.
e(t) = a0 + a1f(t) + a2f2 (t)	 (38)
It now works out that:
TAE	 a0 + a1 x + a2 x2	 (39)
TASE = ao2+ 2aoa1 x+ (a "r1 +2a 0 a) x2_ _ 2
+ 2a
1 2
a x3 + a 
2 
2x4	 (40)
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1/2
RTASE = L a 2 '}	 1	 12a a x + (a 2+ 2a a x 2) + 2a 1 a 2 x3 +a 2 
2x4
	
o	 0	 0  
(41)
where x 3
 and x4 denote the time - average values of x 3 and x4
The above results will be applied to the four following basic
waveform types to study their relative sensitivity to systematic errors:
Sinusoidal wave, exponentially decaying wave, sawtooth wave, and
square wave. The waveforms may all be thought of as repetive cycles
of the basic waveshape. All time-averaged values are calculated on the
basis of a whole waveform cycle; the identical time-averaged values
would hold for any integral number of cycles.
The four waveforms are defined as follows. For each the
defined first full cycle continues to repeat itself.
Sinusoidal data:
fl
 (t)	 2 (1 + Cos t)	 0 5 i s 27r	 (42)
fl (t+2n7r)
_ fI
 (t)	 n= 1,2,...
x = 1/ 2, x 2
	3,18
Exponential data:
	
f2 (t)	 a-t/T	 0 s t-`^ 5T	 (43)
f2 (t + 5n?) = 2 (t) n = 1, 2, .. .
x=0. MO x2 =0.100
Sawtooth data:
f3(t) = t
	
0 s t s l
f3(t+n) = f3 (t) n = 1, 2, .. .
p
X = 1/2
	
x2	 1/3
(44)
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Square W ave data:
	
1	 O S i s T/2
	
f(t) = 0
	 T/ 2 :s t s ?'
	 (45)
f(t +nr
	 = f 	 n = 1, 2,,,,
X = 1/2 x2 = 1/2
It is first assumed that zero offset and gain change represent
the only systematic error sources. We further let ao = 0.005 and %= 0. 95:
ya(x) = 0.005 + 0. 95x	 (46)
The evaluations of time-average error (TAE) root time-average
square error (RTASE), and maximum absolute error (MAE) were carried
out by using ao = 0. 005, a 1 = - 0. 05 in Eqs. (33) and (37). The results,
expressed as a percentage of full scale value,, are presented as Table 1.
Table 1
Systematic Errors Due to Offset and Gain Chances
e(t) = 0.005 - 0. 0500
TAE( o1n of f. s.) RTASEMo off. s.) MAE(% of f. s. )
- 21. 2. 6 7% 4. 5%
-0. 5% 1. 33% 4. 5%
- 216 2. 47% 4.516
n ^l r^ I -216 3. 216 4.516
For the second set of examples assume that the circuit transfer
function has a second order non-linearity in addition to the zero offset and
gain change. Furthermore assume values of ao = 0. 005, 012 = 1. 1 and
a2
 = -0. 1; i. e. ,
y (x)	 0.005 + 1.1 x - 0. 1 x 2 .	 (^ 7)
a
34
r
Then,
e(t) = 0. 005 + 0. 1 f(t) - 0. If 2 M
 .	 (48)
The determination of the data errors generated in subjecting
the four waveforms to this non-linearity model is summarized in Table II.
Table II
Systematic Errors Due to Offset, Gain Change and Nonlinearity
e(t) = 0. 005 + 0. 1 f(t) - r,/. 1 f2(t)
TAE(°loof f. sJ RTASE(%of f. s.) MAE( %of f. s.)
nvry V\' 1. 75% 1,. 98% 3%
1.	 ,5^^,, 1. 71%
2. 3%
3%
3%2. 17%
FI-FLFU 0. 5% 0. 5% 0. 5%
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Summary of Performance of Compression Algorithms
During the course of this effort,picture compression simulations
have been performed employing the following compression algorithms:
Zero Order Predictor (ZOP),Zero Order Interpolator (ZOI), First Order
Interpolator, Disjoined Line Segments (FOIDIS), First Order Interpolator,
Out of Tolerance (FOIOOT), Second Order Interpolator, Disjoined (SOIDIS),
and Second Order Interpolator, Out of Tolerance, (SOIOOT).
As described in greater detail in Ref. 1, SOIDIS attempts to fit a
parabola through a sequence of data waveform sample values such that the
parabola
1, passes through the first data point;
2. passes no more than a certain prespecified distance
(the tolerance) away from from each succeeding data
point; and
3. continues in this fashion for as many data points as
possible.
1
	 The constructed parabola thus represents the first m data samples to the
required fidelity; a new parabola is initiated with the m + 1st data point
and carried on as far as possible in the same manner. SOIOOT operation
differs in that the beginning value of the new parabola segment is equal to
the termination value of the old segment plus or minus a fixed displacement
as given by a single (out-of-tolerance) bit. This stands in contrast to the
six bits required to describe the starting point of the new SOIDIS parabola
in the 64 level gray scale quantization employed in this study.
FOIDIS and FOIOOT operate in an analogous manner, fitting the
data with straight line segments. ZOI fits the data with a horizontal line
segment "staircase" approximation; the amplitude of each horizontal line
segment is selected to fit the longest possible run of data samples. ZOP
initiates a hori ontal line at a sample value. It is continued for as many
samples as A describes within tolerance. The first sample value not
representable by this horizontal line initiates a new horizontal line.
Compression algorithm performance is usually described in terms
of the line-segment compression ratio or the bit compression ratio produced
by the processing of a given specimen of data.
36
Line segment compression ratio is defined as follows;
# of sample points processed c
N - # of Line segments required
	
(4 'j)
where the term "line segment" is understood to signify a segment of a
parabola when reference is to the SOI. The second order interpolation
algorithm necessarily produces line segment compress on ratios which are
at least. as high as the compression ratios resulting from first order
interpolation. This conclusion arises from the fact that the straight line
is merely a subclass of the parabola with one parameter (the curvature)
constrained to zero. Thus I'Ol is a special case of SOI. No general
statement can be made, a priori, concerning the relative efficiency ( in
terms of bandwidth compression capability) of 10I and SOI compression
algorithms, since bandwidth compression achieved depends not only on
sine segment compression ratio achieved, but also on the amount of informa-
tion required to characterize each line segment. Thus bandwidth (bit)
compressio.. .ratio may be defined in the following manner.
N	 N #of bits/processed sample point	 (50)b	 # of bits/line segment required
SOI obviously requires more information per line segment than does F OL
Consequently in some instances FOI may be more efficient than SO T simply
because the superior line segment compression ratio achieved by SOI may
not be sufficient to offset the increased amount of data needed to specify
a line segment relative to FOI.
Line segment compression ratios obtained by compressing a
portion of a high resolution reconnaisance photo with different algorithms
are presented in Fig. 13. Results are for a 64 level (6 bit) quantization
gray scale. Minor variations between sorne ratios contained herein and
their counterparts quoted in Ref. 1 are due to the use of a narrower section
of picture in the earlier work to achieve usable results more economically.
Observe that both the ZOP and ZOI algorithms require eleven
transmitted data bits per required line segment: six bits for data magnitude
and five bits for line segment (run) length. Thus, for ZOI or ZOP the
average bandwidth compression ratio becomes;
6 —
^;	 N = (--) N.	 (ZOP and ZOI)	 (51)b	 11
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The FOIDIS algorithm requires the transmission of 17 bits per
line segment; six bits are needed to specify data magnitude of the initial
point, six bits for data magnitude of the end point, and five bits for run
length. Thus the FOIDIS bandwidth compression ratio may be expressed
as follows.
Nb 
= 47-)  N	 (FOIDIS)	 (52)
Ire- The FOIOOT algorithm requires the transmission of 12 bits per
line segment; one bit specifies direction ( + or - ) of offset of the initial
point from the end point of the preceding segment, six bits specify data
magnitude of the end point and five bits specify run length. The FOIOOT
bandwidth compression ratio may be expressed as follows.
N  =N/2
	 (FOIOOT)	 (53)
The number of bits required for specification of SOIDIS and SUIOOT
"line" segments was an unknown quantity prior to this study, in contrast
to the case for the preceding algorithms. Therefore a digression is
required to define the coding technique from which average bit compression
ratios were computed.
The SOI algorithm is based on the determination of coefficients
a, b, and c describing an approximating parabola.
y 
n
= an2 + bn + c	 t: = 0, 1, 2....
	
(54)
where yn
 is the value of the parabola corresponding to the n th sample time.
The coefficients are chosen to maximize the run length for a given error
tolerance (maximum permissible error between yn
 and the true value yn).
They must be specified to a sufficient number of significant bits to assure
that I yn - yn I does not exceed half of a quantum level (1/128 of full scale),
where,
y* = a* n2
 '-b*n + c*	 (55)
n
and a*, b*, and c* indicate the transmitted parameter values.
At first glance it appears that a transmitted word should contain
the calculated values of a, b, c, and run length. However this most obvious
approach is unsatisfactory because of the number of bits required to specify
a and b with sufficient accuracy.
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C = 2E(N) - 4E(N / 2)
N2
i
(61)
The following efficient techti „,ue for coding the parabolic segment
has been developed. Suppose first that the algorithm has produced (we
shall assume with arbitrarily high accuracy) the parameters a, b, and c
of the approximating parabola. Then the values of this parabola are
calculated at n = 0, n = N/2, n N, where the parabola approximates a
sequence of N + i samples (. e. , N is the run length). These values are
then rounded off to six bits; the three six -bit words plus a five-bit run
length word constitute the 23 bits used to transmit a SOIDIS line segment.
The transmitted parabola thus conveys the set of parameters
a 4t , b',", c* which differ by some finite amount from the ideal set a, b, and
c. Note that the parameter c, which is identifiable as the initial sample
value at n= 0, must be the same for both the ideal and the transmitted
parabola.
One may easily obtain an expression for the error between the two
parabolas as a function of n:
E(n)	 yn - yn = (a - a*) n2
 + (b - b*)n	 (56)
Letting
a - a* = C = error in curvature
and	 b - b*	 S = error in slope
Eq. (56) above becomes:
E(n)	 Cn2 + Sn
	 (57)
The three transmitted data values will have errors given by:
E(0) = 0	 (58)
E (N/ 2) = N2 C + N S594	 2	 ( )
E(N) = N 2 C + NS	 (60)
Expressions for C and S can be determined from Eqs. (59) and (60):
S = 4E(N/ 2) - E(N)
N (62)
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Substituting Eqs. (61) and (U2) into Eq. (57) yields the following expression
for error in the reconstructed line segment at any sample point.
	
E(n) = n2 1 2E(N) - 4E(N/ 2) I _ n E(N) - 4E(N/ 2) 1	 (63)
	
N 2	 1	 N	 I
The sample point which suffers the largest absolute error may he
found throug' ,
 differentiation of Eq. (63) and setting the derivative equal to
zero. The location of this point np only has significance when O S
 n 5 N,
for it then corresponds to a maximuni error within the run of samples
represented by the parabola. The point np is given by:
n	
LIJ E(N) - 4E(N/ 2)	 (64)p	 4[E(N) - 2E(N/2)
The reconstruction error at this point is:
E(n) 	 [ 4E(N/ 2) - E(N)] 2	 (65)
	
p	 8[E(N)  - 2E(N/ 2) ]
The transmission of six-bit sample magnitudes constrains the
errors at n = N/2 and n = N to be less than or equal to one part in 128
(denoted by E). The maximum reconstruction error occurs when
E(N) = E(N/2) = E
or
E(N) = E(N/ 2) =	 C .
This error will occur at np
 = 3/4 N with a magnitude of
I E(nh) = 9c/8 = 8 x 128 (66)
With small probability the error in the reconstructed parabola may
xceed E by an amount which is deemed to be tolerable on account of
its infrequent occurrence and small magnitude, Therefore 23 bits pAr
line segment must be transmitted for the SOIDTS algorithm, and the
SOIDIS bandwidth compression ra'o may be expressed as follows.
Nb	 23 N	 (SOIDOS)	 (67)
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Nb 3 N	 (SOIOOT) (68)
The SOIOOT algorithm requires the transmission of 18 bits per
line segment; one bit specifies direction (+ or -) of a single tolerance
offset of the initial point from the end point of the preceding segment, six
bits each are needed to specify data magnitude of the mid-point and end
point of the line segment and five bits specify run length. The aver.,,age
SOIOOT bandwidth compression ratio is:
Bandwidth compression ratios as a function of tolerance settings
obtained by compressing a portion of the high resolution reconnaissance
photo with various algorithms are presented in Fig. 14. Note that the
out-of-tolerance algorithms (FOIOOT and SOIOOT) provide greater average
bit compression ratios than their disjoint counterparts. This represents
a reversal from the curves of line segment compression ratio shown in
Fig. 13.
The original reconnaissance photo (after scanning) is shown in
Fig. 15. Compressed and reconstructed versions of this photo are illustra..
ted in Figs. 16, 17, 18, and 19 using ,COI, FOIOOT, SOIDIS, and SOIOOT
algorithms respectively. Figures 20 and 21 are original photos of the
lunar surface provided by the Surveyor I vehicle. FOIOOT compressed
and reconstructed versions of these photos are nresented in Figs. 22 and
23 respectively. SOIOOT versions are presented in Figs. 24 and 25.
It is of interest to form a comparison of the-bandwidth compression
ratios achieved by two different algorithms against a series of pictures,
as is done below.
Al c;, s. ithm	 N  Achieved on
FOIOOT
Reconnaisance
Photo
Surveyor
#1
Surveyor
#2
3.7	 6.8 2.9
SOIOOT 4. 1 6.4 3.1
The comparison clearly illustrates that the "compressibility" of
a picture depe.,vis quite strongly upon its subject matter, and that while
the absol l;e performance of a pair of algorithms in a series of pictures will
vary considerably their relative performance will shove only mild variation.
ti
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it	 (Full Scale =64 Levels)
Figure 14 Performance of Compression Algorithms
on Segment of High Resolution Reconnaissance
Photo (Bit Compression Ratio)
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-Fig. 15 Original Rec,)nnaissance Photo (Scanned and Reconstructed).
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Fig. I G ZOI Compressed Reconnaissance Photo. Tolerance = 3, N 5.77,
Nb = 3.12.
45
Fig. l 7 FOIOOT Compressed Reconnaissance Photo.
Toleranc e = 3, N = 7 .4, N :::: 3. 7 .
46
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Fig. 13 SOIDIS Compressed Reconnaissance Photo.
Tolerance = 3, IR = 13. G, N U =
 
3.55.
47
Fig. 19 SOIOOT Clontpressed Recomiaissance Photo.
Tolerance = 3, N = 12. 2, N I) = 4. 1 .
48
Fig. 20 Original - #1 Surveyor Photo.
49
Fig. 21 Original -- U Surveyor Photo.
50
Fig. 22 FoIOOT Compressed Surveyor Photo # 1
Tolerance = 3, N = 13. 7, N }) - 6.85.
51
Fig.23 1'0100'1' Compressed Surveyor Photo #2
ToIeraiice = 3, N --- 5. 77, Nb_ 2.80
,)2
Fig. 24 SOIOOT Compressed Surveyor Photo # 1
Tolerance = 3, R= 19.27, N b =
 
6.42.
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Fig. 25 SOIOOT Compressed Surveyer Photo #2
Tolerance = 3, 7`r = 9. 23, Nb = 3.08.
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^t
Fig. 26 Reconnaissance Photo, Noisy PCM, 10
-3
 Bit Error Probability.
55
PT
1
Fig. 27 ZOI Compressed Reconaaisance Photo, 10 -3 Bi t Erro- Probability
No Error Control. (Tolerance = 3, fit = 5. 77, N b = 3 12)
56
1-3 BitError Probabili
Value of = 0.
Fig. 28 ZOI Compress-d Reconnaissance Photo , 10
Line Substitution Error Control, Allowance
(Tolerance = 3, N= 5.77, N b = 3.12)
57
aFi g . 29 FOIOOT Compressed Reconnaissance Photo, Bit
Error Probability = 10 -3 , No Error Control.
(Tolerance = 3, N _ 7.4, N b = 3 . 7)
58
Fig. 30 FOIOOT Compressed Reconnaissance Photo
Bit Error Probability = 10 -3 , Line Substitu-
tion E vror Control Allowance Value Q' = 0.
(Tolerance = 3, f^ = 7. 4, N b
 = 3.7)
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Study of Error Control Techniques for the Transmission of Compressed
Pictures Over Noisy Binary Channels
Discussion of analytic work. - - The experience gained in this
study simulating the line substitution error control scheme has clearly
established the value of the technique for improving the reliability , or
compressed pictorial data transmitted over a binary symmetric channel.
Line substitution error control, it may be recalled, operates in the
following manner. It is known in advance that the sum of all the run
length words on a picture line totals 450, corresponding to a total of
450 samples per line of uncompressed picture. Failure of a line to
match this count leads to its rejection; the preceding picture line is
then substituted in its place.
The line substitution technique has two important characteristics
which led to its selection as the error control method for initial investi-
gation. First of all, it requires no redundant bits or any other transmitted
data modifications to achieve its error control capability. The inherent
structure of the pictu L-+-1 line data is utilized as an indicator of sex ious
defect on a line while the hid., informational correlation between adjacent
picture lines serves as a basis for providing an acceptable substitute
for a defective line. A certain degree of error control is thereby
achieved without the redundant transmitted bits associated with ordinary
error-correcting codes. In addition, line substitution imposes little:
additional complexity upon the user; all that is required is sufficient
memory to store a compressed picture line and a register to add up the
run length words.
The efficacy of any data error control technique may be measured
in terms of a "threshold" (maximum bit error probability) of channel
quality beyond which data of acceptable quality cannot be extracted.
Our simulations and analytic approximations (which we shall dis-
cuss in detail later) indicate that ZOI and FOIOOT acting on the reconnai-
sance picture controlled by line substitution have as their threshold a bit
error probability in the vicinity of 10 -3 ;  the uncontrolled compressed
picture is unaccep able when subjected to bit errors at this rate.
A question which logically arises is that of what further gains
may be realized through the sacrifice of a modest reduction in data rate
per unit of channel bandwidth, perrnitting the utilization of error-correcting
coding have a fairly high ratio of information bits to redundant (parity check)
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bits. An error control appruach representing the next stage of complexity
above line substitution should satisfy the following de-sriability criteria:
1) It should impose a small redundancy penalty upon trans-
mission. It would be reasonable to demand that no more
than 1/4  of the transmitted bits are parity check bits.
2) It should be capable of utilization in a back-to-bask
combination with line substitution. The error- correcttn
coding will serve to restore many defective liner to
acceptable condition. Decoding failures due ';',o uncor-
rectable error patterns will usually be picked up by
the application of a run length count and line substitution
as required. Only a minority of decoding failures will
lead to degrad6d pic'.ure lines.
3) It should concentrate its strength against run length
word errors, which have been found to be more
disruptive than errors in gray-'level words. Maximum
utilization of redundant bits is thereby achieved.
4) It should have a threshold error probability in the
10 ­ 2 region.
The (7, 4) Hamming coding scheme described below meets all
these criteria. The description of the approach and of two others not
having quite the same suitabIlity in terms of these criteria are provided
below. The alternate approaches are felt to possess considerable merit.
The single pax ity check (SPC) code approach represents lower redundancy
(and performance) than the (7, 4) Hamming code. 'he (15, 11) Hamming
code might be used to provide : ominally tt he same performance as the
(7, 4) with a slight redundancy reduction bought by the use of more com-
lex coding.
The (7, 4) Hamming single-error-correcting code is a block code
of length 7, in which the four information bits are protected by three
parity check bits. Decoding, which may be accomplished quite simply,
is illustrated for one variation of the code in Figure 31. Observe that
if all three parity check equations are satisfied it is concluded that no
bits are in error and the four information bits are read out. The other
seven possible parity check outcomes each uniquely identify themselves
with a single bit error pattern. These four corresponding to information
bit errors will necessitate changing of the appropriate information bit
before readout.
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(a) BLOCK OF 7 ZITS
X1 X 2  x3 X4 I X .5 I X6 
I 
X7
\ 1,Information
	
Redundant0'^  \
Bits	 Bits
(b) PARITY CHECKS (ESTABLISHED ON TRANSMISSION)
i) X5 W X2 
S 
X3 
(B 
X4
ii) Xs
	
X, 1 E) x 
3 
a 
X4
iii) X7	
X1 (D X 2 $ X4
(c) PARITY CHECKS (PERFORMED UPON RECEPTION)
01	
= X 1 s X 3 S X5
 q) x7
A2 = X2 X3
E) X6 S X7
q 3 X4 X5 e X6 S X7
(d) SYNDROME NUMBER TELLING ERROR LOCATION
S =	 2 2 43 + 21 • 42 + 20 • Q1
For error in Xi. S = j.
For no errors, S = 0.
Figure 31 (7,4) Single-Error-Correcting Code
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With certainty any word containing a single error will be read
out error-free.
	 The response to a double error will always be the
changing of another bit to create a block ,cntaining three errors but
satisfying all three parity checks.
	 For example, imagine that x 1 and x5
are both in error.
	 The parity check outcomes will be Q1 = 0, Q 2 - 0,
Q 3 = 1; thus S - 4 and the fourth bit will be changed. 	 The decoding
process is therefore seen as a "forced choice" procedure in which decoder
failure is produced by multiple errors in a word.
^r
The code is utilized for picture error control in the following
manner, for use with compressed pictures employing a five bit run
length word.	 Each significant sample word (6 bits of gray scale plus
five bits of run length in Z,OI, 6 bits of gray scale, one of offset, and
five of run length in FOIOOT) has three parity check bits encoded with
it.	 These three bits are the parity check bits upon the four most signifi-
cant bits of the run length word.	 The least significant bit, corresponding
to one horizontal resolution cell, is left unprotected, as are all six bits
in the gray scale word.
There are two sorts of horizontal displacement errors which may
be found in a decoded line. An error affecting an unprotected run word
bit results in a single cell horizontal displacement on a line, an almost
unnoticeable degradation. Multiple errors of this sort on a line might
result in more severe degradation, depending upon the patterns of
reinforcement and cancellation among these essentially random displace-
ments. On the other hand, failure of a code block will throw one or more
errors into the four protected bits of the run length word, generally
creating a "large" horizontal displacement error.
Figure 32 indicates in diagrammatic form the tandem operation
of a block error-correcting code and line substitution upon compressed
picture data. It has been assumed that line synchronism is given by an
end-of-line sequence which is essentially Lamune to failure for any
values of bit error probability of interest(in any practical system, line
synchronizing words will be far more immune to failure than data words).
As shown,, the data words on a Lane are decoded one C # a time, and error
correction is executed as regvired. As decoded, this line is fed intc
memory 41. The contents of memory 02 represent the most recent
preceding "acceptable" line, the one which can be used as a substitute
if necessary. An adder tallies the run length count from the beginning
of the line. Subsequent to decoding the last significant sample word on
ihe line, the accumulated count Is compared to 450. If it does not differ
from this correct number by more than some allowance va' sae ot, the line
is plotted in the picture. Should it fall outside this allowable zone, the
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preceding line (memory (i2) is plotted as a substitute. (If there is no
preceding line available , i. e. , if failure occurs on the first line(s) of
the picture, then plotting is suppressed until the first acceptable line is
decoded.)
The notion of an allowance on the sum of the run length on a line
was not used in the previous simulations employing ordinary line sub-
stitution. In these a line was rejected if it failed to have a total run word
count of exactly 450 (allowance = 0). These simulations could have been,
performed with nonzero allowance; more will be said below about this
possibility. The basic rationale built into the (7, 4) coding approach is
that errors in the least significant bit are not of great importance.
Three parity bits offer single error protection to the four most signifi-
cant bits of the run length word in an optimal fashion: no fewer than
three bits can do this job, and these three bits can protect a theoretical
maximum of no more than four bits against single errors. The use of a
zero allowance would be inconsistent with this underlying philosophy.
The (7, 4) coding scheme adds 3 bits to each 11-bit ZOI word or
12-bit FOIOOT word, resulting in effective data rate reductions of 21. 4%
and 20. 0% respectively. The SPC coding approach requires only one
redundant bit per sample word, producing data rate reductions of only
9. 91% and 8. 33% when used with ZOI and FOIOOT algorithms. SPC
employs a single bit to provide even parity for the five bits of the run
length word with which it is associated: Its binary value is chosen to
produce an even number of 1's among the six bits involved. A check
for even parity will detect the presence of any single bit failure in the
word; double errors must go undetected. If one (and only one) word on
a line has a single error, this error location may be noted as the line
is being decoded and read into storage. If exactly one word on a line
has been detected as in error, and if the final run length count differs
from 450 by 1, 2, 4, 8, or 16 units, it is possible to go back into the
stored line to the defective word and correct it. On the other hand, any
of the following conditions indicate detection of errors which cannot be
corrected, and therefore will lead to line substitution;
1) Two or more words detected to have parity check failure.
2) No words detected to have parity check failure, but
discrepancy is present in end-of-line count. If the
discrepancy is within the allowance value, tf,e line
will be accepted.
) Only one word on a line detected to have parity
check failure, but discrepancy not equal to 1, 2, 40
8, or 16 is present in end-of-line count.
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As will be seen, SPC is somewhat less effective than (7, 4) coding.
It is far simpler to encode and requires fewer redundant bits and the
same storage capacity as 'the (7, 4) coding. As a third alternative, the
use of the 0 5, 11) damming code will yield nominally the same perfor-
mance as the (7, 4) Hamming code with slightly greater complexity
required for encoding and decoding. There are two ways in which (15, 11)
codinrr
 might be applied. The first (and less interesting) way is to encode
each 11-bit ZOI word of 11 of the 12-bits of each FOIOOT word into a
block. This would protect the gray scale words and increase the redundant
bits by one per sample word. The second way is to let the run length
words from two consecutive sample words plus a dummy bit form the
eleven information bits of a block. Single error protection is extended
to the ten bits of these two consecutive run length words; the redundancy
is equal to two bits per word, i. e. , a 15. 5% data rate reduction with ZOI,
and a 14. 3% data rate reduction with FOIOOT.
	 '
Appendixes A through C provide analytic evaluations of these
three error control schemes and the original line substitution scheme.
The purpose of these analyses is to evaluate two quantities of merit for
each scheme (as a function of bit error probability p): F , the fraction
of lines in the final scanned picture which are "defective (for one or
more samples on the line, the horizontal displacement from the correct
value exceeds the allowcnc:e value) and FS, the fraction of lines which are
"substitutes" (previous line replacing one detected as having error(s)
which cannot be corrected). The analyses are done for allowance values
0 equal to 0, 1, and 2.
There are certain general approximations which have been con-
sistently employed throughout Appendixes A(( 7,4) coding and original
line substitution schemes), B (SPC coding) and C((15, 11) coding). It
is first assumed that the number of significant samples on each line is
450/N. although in fact this quantity may possess wide statistical variation
about its average value. "Small bit error probability" is also assumed.
Important failures are often described with a single term as specified by
the lowest order error pattern creating the failure; higher order error
patterns are then neglected. These and other approximations are made
consistent with the onjective of obtaining rough but meaningful estimates
of performance for the schemes in question over regions of bit error
probability for which the picture data is not completely "swamped".
Table 3 summarizes calculations performed utilizing the results
of Appendixes A - C, for selected combinations of error control scheme,
allowance value and bit error probability. For the one case (Ordinary
Line Substitution, a = 0, p 10-3) actually corresponding to a picture
situation for which computer simulation was performed, there was
found to be close agreement between the number of "substitute" lines in
the simulated ZOI picture and the number indicated by the F S value in Table 3.
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Table III
ANALYTIC PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF VARIOUS
SCHEMES FOR PROTECTING 450 x 450 ELEMENT PICTURE
TRANSMITTED OVER BINARY SYMMETRIC CHANNEL
(ELEMENT COMPRESSION RATIO = 5.77: 1), FOR VARIOUS
VALUES OF BIT ERROR PROBABILITY
Scheme (coding. allowance value. bit error nrobability) FS	 FD
Ordinary Line Substitution, Get = 0, p = 10 - 3 0.310 0. 007 5
Ordinary Line Substitution	 a= 1	 = 10-3 0.255 0.0069
Ordinary Line Substitution	 at= 2	 = 10 3 0.199 0.0051
7 4) Code + Line Substitution a= 1	 =10- 2 0.212 0.014
7 4
	 Code + Line Sub st: ltution, ac = 2 a P= 10- 2 0.112 0.0038
Single Parity Check Code and Line
Substitution a = 1	 = 2 • 10-3 0.241 0.00001
(15 11) Code'i+ Line Substitution a = 1	 = 10 - 2 0.254 0.048 .
(15,11) Code+ Line Substitution of = 2, p= 10 - 2 0.242 0.040
FS = Fraction of lines which are substitutes
FD = Fraction of lines which are defective
Two 5-bit run length words plus one dummy bit coded to form a block.
Several general observations may be made regarding the results
in Table 3. It is quite clear that for a given coding scheme and bit error
probability FS and FD tend to decrease as the allowance value is made
larger. This merely reflects the truism that a loosened criterion of
acceptability will permit a greater fraction of the data lines to be classi-
fied as acceptable. An interesting and significant question, which can
hopefully be answered by detailed subjective evaluations under some future
effort, is whether there is perhaps some "optimum" way to set the
allowance criterion to provide maximum reconstructed picture quality
in a given noise environment. Too large an allowance value will prevent
the fi!,tering out of many degraded lines, while too small a value will
result in the use of substitute lines in place of lines with very minor
errors.
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Comparisons of Ordinary Line Substitution, (7, 4) Coding, SPC
Coding and (15, 11) Coding for ce = 1 may be made from Table 3. (7, 41
Coding has an indicated ability to provide picture quality at p = 10-2
roughly equivalent to that of Ordinary Line Substitution at p = 10-3,
representing an increase of the error rate threshold by a full order of
magnitude. The SPC coding technique provides a limited gain over
simple line substitution, matching it in performance at p = 2.10-3. The
(15, 11) coding turns out to offer a performance advantage which is very
nearly the equal of that provided by (7, 4) coding.
Discussion of picture simulations.--Figure 26 simulates the
result of transmitting the PCM uncompressed data of the detailed
reconnaisance photo over a binary link randomly introducing bit error
with probability 10-3. The degradation with respect to the original
(Figure 15) is seen to be negligible. This stands in sharp contrast to
the serious degradation produced by this same error probability acting
on a ZOI compressed picture as docur1ented in Ref. 1. Figure 27 lis
the ZOI compressed "noisy" picture (repeated here in higher quality
achieved with the JPL plotter as are the other pictures in Ref. 1) at 10-3
error probability. Figure 28 .shows the substantial improvement obtained
by the use of line substitution for error control with an allowance value
of 01 = 0. Approximately one-third of the lines in the picture have been
filled in by substitution; one can locate parts of the picture where smooth
contours have been rendered as "steps" due to consecutive line failures
necessitating consecutive repetitions of the same picture line. Figures
29 and 30 represent a pair of FOIOOT compressed noise-perturbed
pictures without and with line substitution (a = 0) for error control.
The above remarks regarding Figures 27 and 28 represent; an equally
valid description of these pictures.
A simulated picture showing the effects of a 10
-2
 bit error
probability upon a FOIOOT compressed picture protected by the (7,4)
coding line substitution scheme was planned for inclusion in this report.
This simulation has unfortunately not yet been completed, due to unantici-
pated programming difficulties. It is believed that this reconstructe%
picture, for an allowance value o = 2, will show quality visibly superior
to that of Figures 28 and 30.
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Appendix A
AN ALYSIS 01' (7, 4) CODING AND ORIGINAL
LINE SUBSTITUTION APPROACH
The assurned characteristics of the data are as follows. Each
line. consists of "^'T ii. 450/N significant samples after compression. These samples
contain G (or in the case of the F0100T algorithm, 7) bits each for intensity
and 5 bits for run length.
For convenience the bits in the run word, which will receive pro-
tection from error-control coding, are referred to in order of decreasing
significance a. the 2 4 -bit, the 2'1-bit.... the 2 (-bit. The (7, 4) single-
error-correcting code block associated with each sample ignores the P -bit.
A single error in any of the four most significant bits or one of the three
parity check baits will always be corrected.
The assumed channel disturbance is one of independent equipr oba-
ble occurrence of bit errors with probability p. The dominant cause of
decoding failure will be two bit errors in a block. (It may be shown that
when this occurs, any of the four decoded run word bits are in error with
probability 3/7). The probability of occurrence of a double error (the
most likely uncorrectable pattern) in a word block is:
P(2/7) _ ( 2) p 2 (1-p) 5 = 21p 2 (1-p) 5	(A-1)
The response of the decoder to the double error will be to change
one bit. This will, for the Hamming code, surely create another codeword
satisfying all parity checks, but differing from the transmitted word by
virtue of three bit changes.
Note that the decoder action in this situation consists of the 'addition'
(modulo 2, bit-by-bit) of an error pattern which must be a codeword of
weight 3 to the transmitted word. Such a codeword in a parity check code,
as may beshown by more rigorous arguments, must have at least one nonzero
information bit. Hence, it may be concluded that a double bit error leads
to failure of one or more of the run length bits read out after decoding. Thus
Pw , the probability of a decoded word error, is well approximated by:
P  ti P(2/7) = 21p 2 (1-p) 5
	p« I	 (A-2)
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On the basis of 7 run length words on a line, the probability of
one or more failures in the 2 1 through 24 bits of run length wards on a line
is:	 SPL
 = 1 - ( 1 - P w )
	 (A-3)
The very great majority of these errors will be detected because
, either: a) there is only one such error on the line, and the end-of-line
count will be indicative of the error magnitude or b) there are two or more
errors, but they do not cancel.
A second occurrence leading to failure to have a proper end-of-line
count is errors in the S unprotected least significant bits of run 'length
words. We evaluate this phenomenon below. Note '.0at we are ignoring a
factor of mild importance in order to keep the analysis tractable. This is
the interaction of these two types of errors. They will sometimes tend to
cancel and sometimes tend to add. The effect of this interaction in influencing
the occurrence of lines failing the count and the occurrence of 'bad' lines
with severe count errors in mid-line which go undetected because of .later
comp'lementary errors has therefore been ignored in our analysis.
When the allowance is zero, i. e. , when a line must have a count
of exactly 450 to be accepted, an unacceptable line may sneak through due
to the canceling effects of word errors. We consider the dominant event
of this type to be due to two word errors. The numerical error in a run
length word is due to one, two, or occasionally three individual bit errors.
Error components of magnitude ±16, f8, t4, or t2 horizontal cells will add
up to give an error which may be canceled by another of equal magnitude
but of opposite sign. The probability of occurrence of such error's depends
upon the a priori probabilities of occurrence of 0's and 1's in the different
positions of run length words, which in turn depends upon the compression
process (for example, when the average compression ratio is about 5:1,
the 24 -bit will almost always be a '0').
To gain a rough estimate of a quantity which is so impossible to
calculate, it must be assumed that the four bits assume binary values
equiprobably, and that a decoding failure throws an error into one of them.
Then 1/4  of the time the errors in two words will be in corresponding bits
and one half of that time they will be of opposite type, i. e. , a 0-1 transposition
in one canceling a 1-0 transpostition in the other. The probability of a line
being made undetectably 'bad' by word errors is thus:
P(0) = 8 ( Z ) ?'W (1 - Pw ) S-2 =^ ( -1)^.p 2 (1-pw ) S-2	 (A-4)
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The same description of production of defective pictu, lines by
this phenomenon will hold when an allowance of ±1 on the run count constitutcs
the criterion of acceptability. (A line must have a final count of 449 -451 to
be accepted. A line which has any sample location in error by two or more
horizontal cells, but passes the end-of-line count test is an undetectably
bad line. )
P (1) = P (0)	 (1-Pw
	
(A - 5)
U	 U	
-Pw'	
2
The evaluation of this sort of occurrence when the allowance is
±2 cells is slightly more complicated. We again simplify by considering
two words in error, each having only one of the four most significant run
length word bits in error. In addition to the errors that w re troublesome
with the tighter allowance, the pattern of an error in the 2 digit of' one word
and an opposite polarity error in the 21 digit of the other becomes dangerous.
Thus it is easily reasoned that:
(2)	 SP	 (5/ 3 2) 2P S-:0I - P)	 - 5S(4-1)
"(-LLjP
2(1	 `- 2
_1:3 f-)	
-(1)(A
u 2 w w w	 -E-V
The other contribution to undetectably bad lines is multiple errors
in the unprotected least significant bit. The symbol Fi(j) will denote the
probability that exactly j out of the '9 unprotected bits are in error:
7T
B(j) = ( j ) )? i
 0 - P)	 (A-7)
If the allowance is zero, any line having an error in one or more
of the unprotected bits is an unacceptable line. It will not be detected on a
count basis if the number of such errors is even and is composed of an
equal number of 0-1 transpositions and 1-0 transpositions. There are 2i
possible patterns of j transpositions; the undetectable ones are those
( J /2having j/2 of the 0-1 type. Under the assumption of equiprobability of
the unprotected bits, all j transposition patterns occur with equal probability.
The the probability of a line being njade undetectably bad by errors of this
sort is-
P (0) -12 . B(2) +1 0 B(4) 
+ 16-^- 
B(6)	 (A-8)
X	 8
If the allowance is extended to ±1 horizontal cell, it becomes
necessary to go to an exhaustive study of transposition patterns to perform
our evaluation. The symbols a and b are used below to denote the 0-1 type
and 1 -0 type transpositions. Those patterns which contributed to producing
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undetected bad lines are ino'Icated by underlining. They:
i) have at some point in their first m places, M = 1, 2, j-1
a run-out (excess of a's over b's or excess of b's over a's)
exceeding the allowance, and
ii)have a run-out 'within the allowance when m z J, i. e. , at
the end of the pattern.
The pa411'erns are as follows:
3 Transpositions:
	 aaa; aab; aba,- abb
baa; bab; bb,^,,- bbb
4 Transpositions:	 aaaa; aaab; aaba; aabb;
abaa; abab; abba; abbb;
baaa; baab; baba; babb;
bbaa; bbab; bbba; bbbb
5 Transpositions: aaaaa;
aabaa;
abaaa;
abbaa;
baaaa;
babaa;
bbaaa;
bbbaa;
aaaab;
aabab;
abaab;
abbab;
baaab;
babab;
bbaab;
bbbab;
aaaba; aaabb;
aabba; aabbb;
ababa; ababb;
abbba; abbbb;
baaba; baabb;
babbb;
bba6—a; bbabb;
bbbba; bbbbb
On the basis of the above, it is clear that:
	
P (1) = 4 • B(3) + I	 B(4) + -2
 
• B(5)+	 (A-9)
X	 8	 8
The same procedure may be reapplied using a ±2 cell allowance.
Transposition patterns ae written out again, with underlining to denote
those contributing to p( 2 )
r
.
X
4 Transpositions: aaaa; aaa ;
abaa; abab;
baaa; baab;
bbaa; bbab;
aaba; aabb;
abba; abbb;
baba; babb;
bbba; bbbb
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5 Trans, positions:
Thus:
P(2) = I
x	 8
aaaaa, aaaab;
aabaa , aabab;
abaaa; abaab;
abbaa; abbab;
baaaa; baaab;
babas; babab,-
bbaaa; bbaab;
bbbaa- bbbab ,0	 0
aaaba;
aabba;
ababa;
abbba;
baaba;
babba;
bbaba;
bbbba;
aaabb;
aabbb;
ababb;
abbbb;
baabb;
babbb;
bbabh°
bbbbb
(A-' 0)
•
3(4) + -L
16 • 
B (5) +
Keep in mind that there are only two decisions which maybe made upon
a line: 'Reject' (and substitute preceding line) or 'Accept. We have now
derived the components contributing to an erroneous decision to accept.
Next the probability of a line being rejected must be derived. A rejection
of a line is never erroneous, since a line will be rejected only if there are
real errors in it. Rejected lines will arise from the two mechanisms of
decoding failures ana accumulated errors in unprotected bits.
Those word errors which do not cancel ,ut will contribute to
rejected lines. The symbol PLM denotes the probability of a line having
errors in protected bits which are unacceptable within the allowance
criterion.
M	
r 
LP	
I U
PL 	 PL,
3
PL,
 
1 2
The assumption used in Eq. (A-11) above is that P M is strongly dependentL
upon the single word error patterns. For i -,- 0 and i = 1, these always
produce unacceptable lines. For i = 2,	 the a.,c ^umption of 1 bit in
error, the 1/4 of the time that it i,s the 2" t'/it tirte line need not be rejected.
Using Eq. (A-3) through (,.A-6) and Eq. (A-11) above:
(A-11)
PM - PL) 	 M- P	 0, 1, 2R
	 u (A-12)
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where the integer i denotes the allowance criterion, and P R ) is the
probability of a line being rejected due to errors in the protected bits.
The occurrence of line rejections due to errors in unprotected bits
is easily evaluated. Consider first the zero allowance case. A rejection
decision must always arise from any odd number of errors in these bits.
One will also arise from any even number of transpositions when 0-1 types
and 1-0 types are not present in equal quantity, e. g. , all but ( 2) of the 24
4-transposition patterns.
P(0) = B(1) + 1 B(2) + B(3) + 5 B(4) + B(5) + ...	 (A-13)s	 2	 8
If the allowance is fl horizontal cell, then rejections will arise
from transpostition patterns having an excess of two or more of one type
of transposition over the other. This includes 2 of the 4 2-transposition
patterns, 2 of the 8 3-transposition patterns; 2• ( 4 ) + 2 ( I ) of the ], 6
4-transposition patterns, and 2 • (a ) + 2(i) of the 32 5- transposition
patterns.
Ps i) 	 B(2) + B(3) + 8 B(4) + 8 B(5) + ...	 (A-14 )
For an allowance of f2 cells:
P(2) = 4 B(3) + 1 • B(4) + 8 •B(5)	 (A-15)
The proper assembler
 ot,	 the above results can yield two impor-
tant parameters in the description of picture degradation due to bit errors:
F , the fraction of lines in the picture which are substitutes, the preceding
line replacing a line detected to have errors, and F D , the fraction of lines
presented in the picture which are defective in terms of the allowance
criterion.
A given line will be substituted for by the preceding line if it is
either rejected on account of protected bit errors with probability l
or if it is rejected due to unprotected bit errors with probability Psi).
If these probabilities are assumed to represent mutually exclusive and
independent events:
Fs = 1
- (1-P^) )	 (1 -Psl)) i = 0, 1 2	 (A-16 )
The probability that a line will be undetectably defective is similarly
expressible as:
PD = 1 - ( 1- P W	 (1 - P W )	 i = 0,1,2	 (A-17 )
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But the fraction of defective lines in the picture will be somewhat
larger than Pf) . Observe that the line immediately following a defective
line will require substitution with probability F s . Defective lines may
come in sequences. An isolated defective line occurs with probability
PD , (1-Fs), two consecutive defective lines with probability PD- FjS-(1-Fs)...:.,
consecutive defective lines with probability PD, Fs m	 0 -Fs). Thus:
0 (1-F)+ 	 2PD - s(1-Fs) + 3PD - Fs2(1- s) + mPD- sm-1 0 (1-F)+ *G..
D
1-F
s	 (A- 18)
Appropriate use of Eqs. (A-1) through (A-15) in Eqs. (A-16) and
(A-18) will result in calculations of the values of F s and F D for values of p
and allowance criterion of interest.
The corresponding analysis of noise effects when the error control
for the compressed data consists solely of the line substitution scheme-
, may now be worked out. S 5-bit run length words are assumed to occup4
each line. C(j) is defined to be the probability of exactly j errors in the 50
bits of the run length words.
C(j) _ X 5 19 ) p
	
_ p)5S-j	 (A-19)J
In dis^ussing the production of undetectably bad lines,we shall be
concerned with patterns consisting of a very few bit transpositions on a
line. We shall assume that such errors are so distributed that no single
run word has two errors; this is by far the most likely occurrence. It is
necessary to ii-,ttroduce a bit of notation at this point. One of the S, possible
(all assumed equiprobable) patterns of double bit errors might be [+2 2, -2 0 ] .
This would indicated that the first error was a 0-1 transposition in a 22-bit
of some word, and the second was a 1-0 transposition in the 2 0-bit of a later
word on the line.
FD= PD
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If the allowance is zero, the only two-error patterns that will not
be detected will be of the form f + 2 2 , - 2J 1 or - 2j , + 2j 1 . This is the
fraction 1/10  of the total.''
The contribution of 3-error patterns is considerably smaller, and
may be ignored without serious error. This is true because a smaller
fraction of 3-error patterns are dangerous, and also because C(3) is
considerably smaller than C(2). For the highest error probability of
interest, p = 10
	 C(2) = C(3)	 6. 0.
P (0)	 10	 C(2)	 (A-20)Y
When the allowance is tl, the following double error patterns
generate undetectably bad lines:
±2 1 , + 2 1 	 ±2 1 , + 2 0 ^;	 ±22, + 22^;	 t2310 +23^; C ±2 4 , +24^
Hence:
P (1)= 10 ' C(2)	 (A-21 )Y
The following double error patterns are troublesome when the
allowance is t2:
22, + 2 1 ^;	 #2 2 , + 22^; C ±23, + 23]; C ±24, + 24^
P (2) 
= 25	 • C(2)	 (A- 22)Y
A given line will be put into the 'substitute' category only if the
final count falls outside the allowance. We shall consider only the contri-
butions of single and double errors to the presence of rejected lines.
There are 100 possible combinations of the form [+2 2 j ] or ^ 2 1, +2j]
over all, i, j = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4. These represent the totality of al tw o- error
patterns.
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Under an allowance of zero, the probability that a line will be
marked for substitution is:
P(T) = 1 - C(0) - Py0)
1 - C(0) - 1- • C(2)
C(1) +0 • C(2)	 (A- 23)
Equation (A-23) above notes that any error at all makes a line
unacceptable. Those not slipping through undetected must therefore
lead to line repetition.
If the allowance is fl , then a single error in any bit other than
the 20
 bit will lead to line repetition. Out of the 100 double-error patterns,
it has already been shown that 10 produce undetectably bad lines. In
addition, the following produce line defects .which are 'allowable', and will
not lead to rejection.
t20, + 2 0	 ±20, + 21
Consequently:
P(1) = 5 • CM + 43
	
C(2)	 (A-24)
Under an allowance rule of t2, only single errors in one of the
three highest order bits of a word will lead to a line rejection. The
'allowable' double-error patterns are:
0- 
O1	
0 _ 1 ^°	 1 - 0^ 	
1 
r 1 ^	 1 - 
21f2 + 2	 f 2 + 2	 f2 + 2
	
f2 , +2	 f2 , +2
PT) = 5
	
C(1) + 5 . C(2)
	 (A-25)
Utilizing '.he results stated in Eqs. (A-19) -(A-25), evaluations of
the fraction of picture lines which are substitutes and the fraction which
are defective may be carried out:
F s - P(i)	 i - 0, 1, 2	 (A-26)
PM
F' _ ----^ i
	
i = 0, 1, 2
	 (A - 27)
    
1 - P,)
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Appendix B
ANALYSIS OF SINGLE PARITY CHECK CODING
The single parity check coding technique employs a single
redundant bit for each run length word. This bit serves to check even
parity, i. e. , its binary value is chosen to produce an even number of 1 Is
among the six bits involved. It is possible to detect the presence of any
single bit failure in a word by parity failure; double errors must go
undetected. If one (and only one) word on a line has a single error, this
error location may be noted as the entire line is fed into storage. The
error in the run length count, 1, 2, 4, 8 or 16 units, will indicate the
magnitude of this error. It is then possible to go back and correct it. On
the other hand, any of the following conditions indicate detection of errors
which cannot be corrected, and therefore will lead to line substitution:
(a)Two or more words detected to have parity check failure;
(b)Only one word on line detected to have parity check
failure, but discrepancy is not equal to 1, 2, 4, 8, or 16
is present in end-of-line count.
F	 (c) No words detected to have parity check failure, but
discrepancy is present in end-of-line count. If the
discrepancy is within the allowance, the line will not
be rejected.
Exactly S 6-bit protected run length words per picture line are
assumed, The probability that exactly j bits out of the total of 6 S are in
error may be denoted by D(j)
D(j) - ( i ) p^ (1 - p)6S
	(B-1)
Almost all the time that there are two or more bit errors on a
line, the result will be a substitution decision (only a small fraction of
triple and higher order errors will slip through undetected).
PL = D(2) + D(3) + . . . 	 (B-2)
Equation (B-2) above has no significant variation as the allowance
criterion is changed.
`
	
	 The occurrence of undetectably bad lines is an event dominated
by 4-error patterns on a line putting two errors in each of two different
y	 words. If these undetected errors should cancel their presence would
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go undetected. The probability of a G-bit word having an undetected error
is
Pw	 26 ) p 2 
(1 _ P)4	 15 p2 0 - p) 4
	(B -3)
Either one or two of the information-bearing bits in such a word
will be in error. The numerical value of error associated with the word
will cover the range of nonzero integers from -24 to +24, excluding the
values f11, f13, ±19, ±21, ±22, ±23. The following reasonable assumption
therefore suggests itself. Consider that the error covers a spread of 36
values equiprobably. Then the probability that the error value in the
second word to fail exactly cancels the error value in the first is 1/36; the
probability of cancellation within ±1 allowance is 1/12; and the probability
of cancellation within ±2 allowance is 5/36. Consequently, one derives
probabilities of undetected bad lines for the three allowance criteria
(0)	 - -	 lei	 'S"- 2S(S-01P
w 
(1-P )
	 (B-4)u	 72	 w
	
1),Pu	 24	 wP
2 (I-P 5-2
	 (B-5)
 w
	
P (2)	 5S(S- I P 2(1-P
	
2)	 (B-6)
	
u	 72	 w	 w
Thus, the fraction of lines in a picture which are substitutes is
Fs
 = PL
	(B-7)
And the fraction which is defective is
P W
	
F	 u	 i=O, 1, 2	 ( B -8)
	D 	 I - P L
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s^
PL = 1 - (1 - Pw) S (C-3)
APPENDIX C
ANALYSIS OF (15, 11) SINGLE-ERROR-CORRECTING CODING
Consider HPCJt the case in which the (15, 11) single-error-
correcting block code u;e .s its four check bits to effect full control of
single errors in any of eleven bits in the coded word for a significant
sample. Consequently all five run length word bits are prr)te!cted and,
in the case ,
 of the ZOI, all six gray scale bits are protected as well;
if the FOIOOT algorithm all but one of the seven bits for specifying
gray- scale intensity and offset will be protected.
Our analysis, as in Appendixes A and B preceding, is directed
toward analysis of the presence of substituted lines and defective lines in
a displayed picture utilizing the combined error control of ( 15, 11) coding
and line; substitution. The improvement inherent in the reduction of errors
in gray scale values of significant samples is acknowledge for this approach.
But no secific comparisons are made. A picture line is assumed to con-
sist of , W (15-bit) words.
The probability of occurrence )f the most likely source of word
failure, a double error pattern,is
P(2/ 15) = (12 )p 2(1 - p)13 = 105p 2 (1 - p) l 3	 (C-1)
The decoding response to the double error will be to change one
bit in the process of 'correcting' what it treats as a single error producing
a block of 15 bits, three of which are in errors from which the eleven in-
formation bits are extracted. Five of these eleven are the run length word
bits with which we concern ourselves. When such a decoding failure occurs
it is likely that one of more of the run length word bits may suffer an error,
though there may be word errors not affecting these bits at all. As a con-
servative approximation to actual occurrences, it will be assumed that a
word failure results in a single bit failure
P  = P(2/ 15) = 105 p 2(1 - p)13	 (C-2)
The probability of one or more such word failures on a line is
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Undetected bad lines may be evaluated b, using the conservative
assumption of one run length word bit in error in each word that fails.
Thus
P(0) 	 1 ( S )P2(1 - P )S-2 S(S-1) 2 	 S-2
	
P (1- F' )	 (C --i)u	 10 2 w	 w	 20	 I w	 w
If the allowance is tl horizontal cell, the undetected two-word
error patterns are increased by the inclusion of opposite polarity errors
in tfie 2 1 bit of one word and the 2 0 bit of the other. On the other hand,
equal and opposite errors in the 2 0 bits must be excluded. These is a
small net change in the number of dangerous error patterns
(1) = 3	 S	 2-2 3S(S-1)
	
2	 S-2
u	 25 2 w
	 w	 50	 1 w	 w
For a f2 cell allowance, a count of dangerous two-word single
error patterns results in
(2)_ 1	 S	 2	 _	 S-2
	
S(S
-1)11 2	 S-2Pu	 10 ( 2 )Pw(1 PW)	 - 20 1Pw (1-P)	 (C-G)
Rejected lines arise from among the fractional set PL of lines in
which the errors are detected and are not within the allowance criterion.
The symbol PL )
 denotes the probability of a decoded line having errors
which are unacceptable within the allowance criterion.
PL	i=0
	
PL ) = 4/5 PL i = 1	 (C-7)
13/5 PL i=2
where it has been assumed that P L )
 is strongly dependent `upon single word
error patterns, and the single bit errors in run length words produced by
them. For i = 0 these always produce unacceptable lines; for i = 1, an error
in the 2 0
 bit is allowable; for i = 2, an error in the 2 0
 bit or in the 2 1
 bit is
allowable.
The fraction of lines in the picture which are substitutes may be
stated as
Fs = PL ) - P (1)	 i = 01 1, 2
u
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(C-8)
f ,.
A	 Q	 A
F	 PS	 10	 L (C-14)
The fraction of defective lines in the picture may be stated as
PM
F	 =	
_u ,	 i = 0,1,2	 (C-9)
S
The above analysis may be extended to apply to the case in which
two consecutive 5- 'oit run length words plus a dummy bit are encoded in
a block. There are now an assumed S/ 2 code blocks on a line. The
probability of one or more of these blocks failing ir, -iimply:
P = 1- (1 - I') S^2	 (C-10)L	 w
where w is given by Eq. (C-2) above.
We assume that the contribution to rejected and defective lines
comes from single block failures. A single block failure is considered
to throw a single bit error into each of the two adjacent run length words
coded together into a block. In the case i = 0, the cancellation of equal
and opposite errors will lead to an undetected error situation:
Pu(0)
	 10	 PL	 (C-11)
Similarly:
P (1) `= 3	 • P	 (C-12)
u	 25	 L
^u (2)	 10 • p 
	
(C-13)
Straight forward procedures lead to evaluation of F S. For i = 0
Equation (C-14) above states that except when equal and opposite
errors cancel, a decoding failure leads to a line substitution. Similarly
'S 
= 2b	 PL	 i = 1	 (C-15)
PS 5	 PL	 i = 2	 (C-16)
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The fraction of detective lines is;
FD 	 1- ,E 	 i " 0, 1, 2	 (C'-17)
ss
Appendix D
NEW TECHNOLOGY
After a diligent review of the work performed under this cont.-act,
no new innovation, discovery, ":4,nprov, -,rent or invention was made.
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